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C++ Primer Plus (6th Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Learning C++ is an adventure of discovery, particularly because the language accommodates several programming paradigms, including object-oriented programming, generic programming, and the traditional procedural programming.The fifth edition of this book described the language as set forth in the ISO C++ standards, informally known as C++99...
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Color ManagementSpringer, 2008
The book describes color management for the print production with a focus on implementing standards for separation, soft proof, contract proof, data delivery and printing.
The basics and strategies are targeted at setting up vendor-independent color management workflows which can easily be realized with leading applications from e.g. Adobe,...
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Configuration Management Best Practices: Practical Methods that Work in the Real WorldAddison Wesley, 2010

	Successfully Implement High-Value Configuration Management Processes in Any Development Environment


	 


	As IT systems have grown increasingly complex and mission-critical, effective configuration management (CM) has become critical to an...
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Effective IT Service Management: To ITIL and Beyond!Springer, 2007
IT service management (ITSM) is the group of processes and functions that oil the wheels of the IT machine. Without ITSM, every IT project and system would deteriorate over time until failure. ITIL is the recognized best-practice standard for ITSM, and has been around since the late 1980s, with ITIL version 3 published just recently. However, many...
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Exposure Photo WorkshopJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	New and updated techniques for working with exposure


	Exposure involves a variety of skills, but once mastered, can turn a hobbyist into a bona fide photographer. This hands-on resource dissects the components of exposure?ISO, aperture, shutter speed?and shows how they work together to capture the photographer?s vision....
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Software Measurement: Establish - Extract - Evaluate - ExecuteSpringer, 2007
Our world and our society are shaped and increasingly governed by software. We might accept it or not, but it is happening at this point and will continue further on. It is difficult to imagine our world without software. There would be no running water, food supplies, business or transportation would disrupt immediately, diseases would spread, and...
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Reliability, Maintainability and Risk: Practical Methods for EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 1997
'The latest edition of this practical introduction to the basics of reliabilty, maintainability and safety introduces new sections on the accuracy of reliability prediction methods, common cause failures in systems, and expands and updates the descriptions of recent safety standards, in particular ISO 61508 and the use of 'Safety Integrity Levels'...
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Object-Oriented and Classical Software EngineeringMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Classical and Object-Oriented Software Engineering, 6/e is designed for an introductory software engineering course. This book provides an excellent introduction to software engineering fundamentals, covering both traditional and object-oriented techniques.
Schach's unique organization and style makes it excellent for use in a...
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Fortran 90 Handbook: Complete Ansi/Iso Reference (Computing That Works)Intertext Publications, 1992
Contains a complete description of the standard programming language FORTRAN 90, covering all of its features in a format that's easier to read than the standard itself. The book also includes: a chart of command changes from FORTRAN 77 to FORTRAN 90, cross referencing of commands for typical applications from FORTRAN 77 to FORTRAN 90.
...
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Project Planning,  Scheduling & Control, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Practical, Proven, and Down-to-Earth Guidance for Effective Project Management
 First published in 1991, Project Planning, Scheduling, and Control has become the standard guidebook for achieving real-world project management success. Renowned for its non-theoretical exploration of the techniques—and even more important, the...
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Handbook of Oil and Gas Piping: a Practical and Comprehensive GuideCRC Press, 2018

	
		The objective of this practical oil and gas piping handbook is to facilitate project management teams of oil and gas piping related construction projects to understand the key requirements of the discipline and to equip them with the necessary knowledge and protocol. It provides a comprehensive coverage on all the practical aspects...
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Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	The new Canon EOS Rebel XS is designed to capture the perfect photos. But if you’re new to SLRs, digital photography can be a bit intimidating. Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D For Dummies shows you how to get the most out of this digital camera, taking advantage of its 10.1 megapixel CMOS sensor with DIGIC III image processor.
...
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